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Visual appearance

Real Time Rendering:
I Chapter 5

I Light Sources and materials
I Shading

The Red Book:
I Chapter 5

I Lighting
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Repetition: Quaternions and Perspective Projections
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Quaternions

The 4D generalization of complex numbers (2D).

I Complex numbers can describe rotations in R2.

I Similarly, quaternions can describe rotations in R3

. . . and avoids the problems of Euler angles. . .

28 / 524/54



Quick re-cap on complex numbers
I A complex number=point in the complex plane:

p = ρ(cos(θ), sin(θ)) = ρe iθ = ρ(cos θ + i sin θ)

Re

Im

p

p′

θ

θ+φ

φ

I The imaginary unit i has the property i2 = −1

I To rotate φ radians, simply multiply p with r = e iφ

p′ = pr = ρe iθe iφ = ρe i(θ+φ)

I =⇒ any rotation achieved with complex number ||r|| = 1 29 / 525/54



Unit quaternions and rotations
I A unit quaternion is a quaternion for which ||q̂|| = 1

I q̂−1 = q̂∗ for unit quaternions

I Unit quaternions can represent arbitrary R3 rotations:
Rotation of 2φ around the unit vector v can be represented by

r̂ =
[
sin(φ)v, cos(φ)

]T

with a homogeneous point p transformed by

Rv(2φ)p = r̂pr̂∗

I The product of two unit quaternions is a unit quaternion

I To concatinate rotations

q̂r̂pr̂∗q̂∗ = ĉpĉ∗, ĉ = q̂r̂

I The simplicity of the latter is a big advantage! 32 / 526/54



Rotation matrix from a unit quaternion

I Given the unit quaternion q̂ = (qx , qy , qz , qw ), the
corresponding rotation matrix is given by

R =




1−2(qyqy +qzqz) 2(qxqy−qzqw ) 2(qxqz +qyqw )
2(qxqy +qzqw ) 1−2(qxqx +qzqz) 2(qyqz−qxqw )
2(qxqz−qyqw ) 2(qyqz +qxqw ) 1−2(qxqx +qyqy )




I Finding a quaternion from a rotation matrix is slightly more
complicated

I A rotation matrix is orthogonal: R−1 = RT

I Recall: homogeneous rotation matrix:

M =

[
R 0
0T 1

]
.
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Concatenating rotations

I Two (or more) consecutive rotations can be combined
(concatenated) into one new rotation.

I We can find this new rotation in several ways:

1. Multiply the rotation matrices for each rotation.
I Because of round-off errors, the matrices become more and

more non-orthogonal.
I Can be fixed by Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization.

2. Multiply the quaternions for each rotation.
I Round-off errors make the quaternions become less and less

unitary.
I Can be fixed by normalization, i.e. q̂′ = 1

||q̂|| q̂

I Normalizing a quaternion is a lot cheaper than orthogonalizing
a matrix!

34 / 528/54



Other uses of quaternions

I Interpolation between directions / rotations, spherical linear
interpolation

I Rotation that takes one vector s to another vector t

q̂ = [
1√

2(1 + e)
(s× t),

√
2(1 + e)

2
]

where e = s · t
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Projective transforms
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Vertex transforms
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Homogeneous matrices can represent perspective projections:

I A homogeneous point can be arbitrary scaled for any w 6= 0,
(x , y , z , 1) is the same point as (wx ,wy ,wz ,w)

I We can recover the representation (x , y , z , 1) by perspective
division, i.e. dividing the coordinates by w

I We can therefore write the projection as



1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 −1/d 0




︸ ︷︷ ︸
P




x
y
z
1




︸︷︷︸
p

=




x
y
z
−z/d


 division−−−−→




−dx/z
−dy/z
−dz/z

1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
p′

I Provides the correct perspective projection but sends all
points into the plane z = −d .

I Need to map the view volume injectively to [−1, 1]3

47 / 5212/54



Perspective projection matrix
The scalars (l , r , b, t, n, f ) specify a view frustum, with front face
corners at (l , b,−n) and (r , t,−n) and back-face at depth z = −f

The perspective projection matrix reads

Pp =




2n
r−l 0 r+l

r−l 0

0 2n
t−b

t+b
t−b 0

0 0 − f+n
f−n − 2fn

f−n
0 0 −1 0




I With perspective division, maps near/far planes to z = 1 and
z = −1

48 / 5213/54



The OpenGL Pipeline revisited
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Recap and preview

Previously:

I modeling
I vertex transformations
I triangles transformed into view / device coordinates

The next step in the pipeline is to rasterize primitives

Shading amounts to coloring the pixels
Use lighting models, texturing, shaders, ...
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The shading determines the visual
appearance

Here, the same set of triangles are subjected to different shading

Hidden line Plain Phong Shiny Phong Parallax GS particle

occlusion map fire
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Light and matter
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Computer graphics model

A simplified model of the world: light sources and materials...

Simulate and measure the light recieved at a sensor (camera)
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OpenGL lighting model

OpenGL has a built in simple lighting model:

1. A normal per vertex

2. A number of light sources

3. A lighting model

4. material properties

Lighting calculated per vertex, pixels shaded by interpolation

Geometry, material and light
Lighting

Shading
19/54



Light sources

Directional light Point/omni light Spot light

light direction

cut−off

angle

I The light vector points toward the source

I Light color is the intensity in RGB components

I Attenuation: the intensity decays with distance

I Types of light: ambient, diffusive and specular 20/54



Light sources II

I A number of lights can be used (8 required in OpenGL)

I Position light in world coordinates

I Modelview transforms affect light position and direction

Check out Nate Robins lightposition tutorial
21/54



Materials

Materials interact with light in essentially two ways

I Absorbtion: light energy changes form

I Scattering: light changes direction, e.g. reflection and
refraction (transmission)

Materials have mixed properties wrt. these interactions, no
material is perfect: there will always be some absorption, reflection
and refraction. There are no perfect mirrors. 22/54



Mirror Reflection

Reflection law for perfect mirrors

the incoming light direction is mirrored about the surface normal
(∠(l,n) = ∠(r,n)) and all three vectors lie in the same plane

Example: reflection vector

If ‖n‖ = 1 we must have

l+r
2 = (l · n)n

which gives

r = 2(l · n)n− l

l

n

θ
θ

r
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Diffuse reflection

A perfectly diffuse surface that reflects light isotropically (equally
in all directions) is called Lambertian (e.g. chalk)

l

n

θ

Lambert’s cosine law

The fraction of outgoing/incoming light intensity I (exitance) for a
Lambertian surface with normal n and light vector l is

I = n·l
‖n‖‖l‖ = cos(θ)

Note: no dependency on view direction! 24/54



Specular Reflection

Specular Reflection model

the fraction of outgoing/incoming specular intensity (exitance)
along v depends on the angle between the half vector
h = (v + l)/||v + l|| and the surface normal:

(n · h)s = (cos(θ))s

where s is a shininess factor and θ = ∠(n,h)

The specular exitance depends on

n, v, l and s, as well as irradiance
(incoming intensity)

v

n

θ

hl

Note: depends on view direction v! 25/54



Specular reflection II
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Refraction

Light is bent when it passes the boundary of two different media.

The index of refraction η is the speed of light in vacuum c divided
by the speed of light in the material v , i.e. η = c

v .

Let ηi and ηr be the refractive
indices of material i and r , and let θi
and θr be the angle between the
light ray and surface normal for the
incident and the refracted ray.

Snell’s law says

ηi sin θi = ηr sin θr .

n

θi

r

r

η
i

η
r

i

θ
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If ηi is larger than ηr ,
e.g., from glass to air:

We get total reflection when the
incident angle is larger than the
critical angle.
In this case, the light is not re-
fracted, but reflected back into
the material.

Material η

Vacuum 1.00000
Air 1.00029
CO2 1.000449
H2O @20◦C 1.33335
H2O @100◦C 1.31819
Alcohol 1.329
Ice 1.31
Sapphire 1.77
Diamond 2.417

The critical angle θc is given by sin θc = ηr
ηi

28/54



Material color

The fraction of incoming light that is reflected/transmitted.

A red object absorbs all colors but red when lit

Simple model: Materials have

I Ambient color: reflected off of other surfaces

I Diffuse color: THE color

I Specular color: the color of reflected light (often white-ish)

In addition, materials can have an emissive color

29/54
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Light and Material interaction

The different types of light color and material color interact:
... material color scales the light color
Example:

I ambient light color is la = (LR, LG , LB)

I ambient material color is ma = (MR,MG ,MB)

the reflected ambient light intensity is

ma ⊗ la = (LR MR, LG MG , LB MB)

Light is scaled according to reflectance model, e.g. diffusive

m⊗ c
n · l
‖n‖‖l‖

Reflected intensity add up (clamped to 1)

30/54
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Phong Lighting Model
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The Phong lighting model is composed of three components:

I ambient component,

I diffuse component,

I specular component.

Remember: Looking good with a cheap evaluation is more
important than physical correctness.

Vectors used by the Phong lighting model

n is the surface normal at p.

l is light source direction.

r is l reflected about n.

v points towards the viewer.

v

p

n

rl
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Ambient component

The ambient term simulates indirect
lighting, light bouncing off surfaces onto
other surfaces

It is the same regardless of orientation,
and is modeled with a constant.

Diffuse component

Diffuse component models Lambert’s law,

i = n · l

If negative, surface is facing away.

To avoid negative intensity,

idiff = max(n · l, 0)

33/54



Specular component

Specular component models light reflected directly by the surface.

Half-vector: h = l+v
‖l+v‖ , so

ispec = max(h · n, 0)s,

where s models the “shininess”,

Alternative approach

From law of reflection, r = 2(l · n)n− l

ispec = max(r · v, 0)s

(this is less realistic, see RTR 7.5.7 for an explanation)

34/54



Light attenuation

Light intensity is approximately proportional to the inverse of the
square of the distance d from p to the light source:

f (d) = 1
a+bd+cd2 ,

We can manipulate the attenuation model by a, b, and c.

Only the diffuse and the specular component is attenuated.

Material and light properties are modeled through ambient, diffuse,
and specular colours. Thus, the whole equation is

c = ma⊗la +

︷ ︸︸ ︷
f (d)

(
max(n · l, 0)md⊗ld+

︷ ︸︸ ︷
max(h · n, 0)sms⊗ls

)

where ⊗ denotes element-by-element multiplication
35/54



Lighting and Shading
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What is the difference between
lighting and shading?

Lighting

The interaction between material and light sources, yields the
amount of light in a point in space.

Shading

The coloring of a fragment/pixel, e.g. based on a lighting model

Phong lighting and Phong shading

The Phong lighting models refers to a method to light a point
— not to be confused with Phong shading,
which is to interpolate the normal vector over a surface.

37/54



Geometry Flat shading Gouraud shading Phong shading

shading interpolation

Flat shading evaluates the lighting model once for each triangle,
and fills the triangle with that colour.
Gouraud shading evaluates the lighting model at each of the three
vertices and interpolates the colour to determine the fragment
colours inside the triangle.
Phong shading evaluates the lighting model per fragment. The
normal vector is interpolated (and normalized) over the triangle.
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The OpenGL fixed-function lighting model
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To set up lighting in OpenGL

v

p

n

rl

1. Set up one normal pr vertex

2. Set material properties

3. Set up lights

4. Set up lighting model

5. Set shading model

6. Draw geometry

Example: http://glprogramming.com/red/chapter05.html#name3 40/54

http://glprogramming.com/red/chapter05.html#name3


The OpenGL fixed-function lighting
model

OpenGL fixed function lighting API

Lighting calculations enabled with glEnable(GL_LIGHTING).

Global light model properties like ambient colors and if the viewer
is infinitely far away is specified with glLightModel.

Per light properties like light colours, type, position, direction, and
attenuation coefficients are specified with glLight.

Material properties like colours and shininess with glMaterial

The Phong Lighting equation is calculated for each vertex using
the normal vector specified by glNormal.
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Lights and transformations

OpenGL carries out lighting calculations in eye-coords
(after modelview transform, but before perspective transform).

Controlling light position and direction

I Fixed in eye-space: set before modelview

I Fixed in world-space: set after modelview

I Moving light: between view and model transform

glPushMatrix();
gluLookAt (0.0, 0.0, 5.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0);
glPushMatrix();

glRotated(spin, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0);
glLightfv(GL_LIGHT0, GL_POSITION,0,0,2, 1);

glPopMatrix();
glutSolidTorus (0.275, 0.85, 8, 15);

glPopMatrix();
glFlush();
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Normals

are specified per vertex by glNormal*( normal ) or in arrays
with glNormalPointer

I Normals should be normalized

I Some transformations changes length

I use glEnable(GL_NORMALIZE) or glEnable(GL_RESCALE)

43/54



Light model

is specified by
glLightModel*(pname, *params)

where pname controls the following parameters:

I GL_LIGHT_MODEL_AMBIENT specifies the ambient RGBA-color.

I GL_LIGHT_MODEL_COLOR_CONTROL specifies if the specular
part is applied after texturing

I GL_LIGHT_MODEL_LOCAL_VIEWER specifies if the viewer is
infinitely far away or not in specular computations (local
viewer is more expensive)

I GL_LIGHT_MODEL_TWO_SIDE controls two-sided lighting

44/54



Lights

are specified by glLight*(GL_LIGHTi, pname, param)

where GL_LIGHTi with 0 ≤ i <GL_MAX_LIGHTS (min 8)

the parameters pname

I GL_AMBIENT, GL_DIFFUSE, or GL_SPECULAR, then param

specifies the RGBA ambient, diffuse, or specular color of light.

I GL_POSITION specifies the homogeneous position of source1

I GL_CONSTANT_ATTENUATION, GL_LINEAR_ATTENUATION, or
GL_QUADRATIC_ATTENUATION specifies a,b,c

I GL_SPOT_DIRECTION, GL_SPOT_EXPONENT, or
GL_SPOT_CUTOFF specifies spotlight parameters

1w = 0 implies directional light
45/54



Material properties

are specified by
glMaterial*(face, pname, param)

where face is GL_FRONT, GL_BACK, or GL_FRONT_AND_BACK, and
specifies the material properties (pname):

I GL_AMBIENT, GL_DIFFUSE, GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE or
GL_SPECULAR, specifies the material RGBA ambient, diffuse,
or specular color.

I GL_SHININESS specifies the specular exponent mshi

I GL_EMISSION specifies the emmissive color of the material

46/54



glColorMaterial

With lighting enabled, glColor is ignored unless you override with

glColorMaterial( face, mode)

Then glColor determines the glMaterial color of mode;

I GL_EMISSION,

I GL_AMBIENT,

I GL_DIFFUSE,

I GL_SPECULAR,

I GL_AMBIENT_AND_DIFFUSE.

Efficient alternative to changing material

47/54



glShadeModel

glShademodel (mode) specifies ... shadeModel

I GL_FLAT,

I GL_SMOOTH,

Flat shading Smooth (Gouraud) shading

48/54



Which values are used in the calculation?

glEnable(GL_LIGHTING)

glColor*()

glMaterial*(*, AMBIENT)

glMaterial*(*, DIFFUSE)

glMaterial*(*, SPECULAR)

glMaterial*(*, EMISSION)

vertex color

out

glColorMaterial()

lighting

eye position

in eye coords

normal vector

in eye coords

vertex position

in eye coords

current

colour

light position

in eye coords

Note: light properties are missing!
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Summary - OpenGL shading model

Now we have one way of coloring the vertices

Geometry, material and light
Lighting

Shading

Pixels are colored by linear interpolation in the rasterization process

The process is controlled through OpenGL state variables

50/54



Per pixel shading

Can instead compute lighting per pixel - e.g. Phong shading

Requires direct control: programmable pipeline (OpenGL>2.0)
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Take control over vertex and fragment shading:

Simple vertex shader
varying vec3 N;

varying vec3 v;

void main(void) {

v = vec3(gl_ModelViewMatrix * gl_Vertex);

N = normalize(gl_NormalMatrix * gl_Normal);

gl_Position = gl_ModelViewProjectionMatrix * gl_Vertex;

}

Interpolate normals:

Simple fragment shader
varying vec3 N;

varying vec3 v;

void main() {

vec3 n = normalize( N );

vec3 l = normalize(gl_LightSource[0].position.xyz - v);

gl_FragColor = max( dot(l,n),0.0 ) * gl_Color;

}
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Phong fragment shader

varying vec3 N;
varying vec3 v;
void main (void) {
vec3 L = normalize(gl_LightSource[0].position.xyz - v);
vec3 E = normalize(-v); // EyePos is (0,0,0)
vec3 H = normalize(L+N);

//calculate Ambient Term:
vec4 Iamb = gl_FrontLightProduct[0].ambient;

//calculate Diffuse Term:
vec4 Id = gl_FrontLightProduct[0].diffuse * max(dot(N,L), 0.0);
Idiff = clamp(Idi, 0.0, 1.0);

// calculate Specular Term:
vec4 Ispec = gl_FrontLightProduct[0].specular

* pow(max(dot(H,E),0.0),0.3*gl_FrontMaterial.shininess);
Ispec = clamp(Ispec, 0.0, 1.0);

// write Total Color:
gl_FragColor = Iamb + Idiff + Ispec;
}
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The last slide

Today:

I Lighting model

I Shading

I Shaders sneak preview

Next time: more appearance, antialiasing, texturing
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